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Abstract
A stereo vision system for detecting 3D-objects is
presented. T h e method uses a pair of externally uncalibrated cameras and is able t o detect objects located on a staircase. Detection is based on differencing
stereo pair images, where a warping transform is used
to overlay the left onto the right image, and vice versa.
The 3D camera positions are obtained through model
t~asedpose estimation and disparity is used to obtain
the warping transform. T h e demonstrated application
is staircase surveillance
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Introduction

This paper describes a stereo vision system for staircase monitoring. In particular, the task is t o detect
objects on an escalator, which can be considered as
a moving background, under real-world illumination
conditions. T h e suggested solution consists of model
based background reconstruction, perspective warping
of one image t o the other in a stereo setup, and the
final detection of differences in an image pyramid.
Detection of anomalies on a floor plane using stereo
techniques for navigation, vehicle guidance and obstacle avoidance was presented by several authors [5],[I],
[ 7 ] , [ l l ] . The detection of staircases as an aid for the
partially sighted was discussed in 18). We describe a
combination and extension of ideas presented in those
papers with respect t o detection of staircases as well as
ob,jects on staircases. Specifically, we employ a model
based staircase pose estimator based on grouping of
line features by the use of geometric invariants. The
tlvtection is based on measuring absolute pixel differences between unwarped and warped images. Image
differences are represented in an image pyramid [2] and
segmented into background (staircase) and foreground
(obstacles) employing the algorithm suggested in [lo].
The area of application is surveillance of staircases for
security reasons, i.e. detection of occupancy or disposed items. Furthermore, our approach might be useful for applications involving staircase traversal, e.g.

PI.

The main components of the presented system are
the acquisition part, the offline (or calibration) part
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and the online (or detection) part. T h e most interesting subparts, i.e. geometric matching in the offline
part and detection in the online part, will be discussed
in some detail in the following.
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Establishing Correspondences
tween 2D-Data and 3D-Model

be-

In model-based pose estimation parameters describing relative orientation and position, i.e. the extrinsic
camera parameters, are found using correspondence between d a t a and model. In our case, the data are 2D
lines extracted from single images and the model is a
3D wireframe object. Nearly horizontal lines are derived from the image d a t a using standard edge detection based on directional image gradient and Hough
transform techniques. O n the top of Figure 1 an empty
staircase image and corresponding vertical edges (derived from negative gradients) are shown. The extracted lines are shown on the bottom left. on the bottom right the matched wireframe model is projected to
the image plane. To establish correspondence between
d a t a and model lines for each image in the stereo pair,
and furthermore, between the two stereo pairs. the following matching procedure is applied.

2.1

Grouping based on the C:ross Ratio

T h e first step in matching is t o identify possible correspondences between d a t a and model lines. Under
perspective projection, ratios of ratios of lines and ratios of ratios of angles, the so called cross ratios, are
invariant [9]. We employ cross ratios t o identify groups
of four lines out of a larger set of possible lines. Such a
group of 4 lines, which in our case is characterized by
the cross ratio obtained for the intersection points with
an approximately orthogonal line, serves as a matching candidate to the staircase pattern. T h e definition
for the cross ratio for four points p l , . . . . p,, on a line is
given as:

where the x i , .. . ,x4 are the corresponding positions of
t the line.
each ~ o i n on
he following strategy for selecting d a t a lines which
are good candidates for correspondence t o model lines
was employed:
Calculate the theoretical cross ratio, e.g. for four
equally spaced points on a line this is Crt = 413.

where p, is the probability, that at least one sample of
s = 4 lines is free from outliers. The probability that
any selected sample is an inlier is denoted by p,. In
our case, due to the improved sampling based on cross
ratio, we can safely assume a high p,, e.g. p, = 0.8, and
choosing p, = 0.99, we obtain a number of necessary
RANSAC iterations as low as n, = 9.
Verification of the pose is based on the procedure
devised by Lowe [6]. Lowe approaches the problem of
derivation of object pose from a given set of known
correspondences between 3D-model lines and 2D image lines by linearization of projection parameters and
application of Newton's method. The result of the pose
estimation step are two transformations from world to
camera coordinate system, i.e. three translational and
three rotational parameters for each camera.
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Detection from Stereo Images

Detection involves detector calibration, i.e. derivation of disparity and derivation of the two-dimensional
warping transform, and the detection itself, i.e. warping of one image to the other (e.g. the right image in
Figure 2 to the left one), differencing of warped and unwarped images (see Figure 2 on the bottom left) and,
finally, segmentation of the difference image (see Figure
2 on the bottom right) in order to obtain a decision.
Figure 1: Empty staircase image, extracted frontal
edges, fitted frontal lines and projected model.
Detect a reasonable set L (of size N) of close to
horizontal lines from the data.
Calculate intersection points of those lines with a
close to vertical line.
Calculate all M = ( ) four-element subsets of
lines 1, C L, i = 1 , . . . . M.
Calculate all cross ratios c, corresponding t o sets
i

Sort the 1, with respect to Jc, - CrtI (in ascending
order).
Only a portion of the sorted groups, corresponding to
those of lower distance t o Cr,, is input to the Dose
estimation step, which is described beiow.

2.2

i b i s

Estimation of Position and Orientation

Corresponding groups of lines are input to a procedure similar to RANSAC 141. Grouping based on cross
ratio delivers improved sampling for RANSAC and reduces the number of necessary iterations. The basic
idea in RANSAC is, that RANSAC uses as small an
initial data set as feasible and enlarges this set with
consistent data when possible, see Figure 4. Figure 4
shows the enlargement of the set of lines in cases when
a group of 4 lines delivers a sufficient pose estimate.
The required number of random selections n, of
samples with a size of s features is given by Fischler
and Bolles as [4]:

ns = b ( 1 - p,)/log(l - pa),

Figure 2: Images and results for a person on a staircase:
left and right images, absolute difference of right image
warped to left image, and pyramid-based segmentation
result.

3.1

Image Warping

The warping transform is found from the staircase
model and the two world to camera coordinate sys-

tem and projective transforms obtained by the pose
estimation procedure mentioned above. A perspective
warping transform provides us with two warping tables
which contain the coordinate mapping for both coordinate directions in the image plane. The warping tables
are calculated from disparity, which is accurately given
due correspondence via the model, in straightforward
fashion.

3.2

Detection of Obstacles

The main idea in detection is to warp one image,
e.g. the left image to the right one, and perform some

comparison. The objects on the staircase, which should
be detected, have the property of being closer to the
camera than the staircase on which they are placed.
Therefore, objects in the image being warped appear
at different positions than they appear in the unwarped
image. On the other hand, disturbances like dirt or inscriptions on the staircase, appear on the same position
in warped and unwarped image. Figure 2 showed initial images and some intermediate steps, i.e. the difference image generated by absolute pixel-wise differencing and the segmentation results applied to a difference
image pyramid. Figure 3 shows image difference and
segmentation pyramids.

Table 1: Obstacle detection performance observed for
500 images.
d/d means correct detection of obstacle, d/e no detection of an obstacle,, e/e
, means correct detection of
an empty staircase, and e/d detection of an obstacle
on an empty staircase.
Table 1 gives observed values for 500 images, 139 of
which contained empty staircases and 361 show staircases occupied by various obstacles and persons. For
this set of images, a rate of omission, i.e. an obstacle
was not detected, in the order of magnitude of 1 percent and a rate of misdetection, i.e. an obstacle was
detected in absence of an obstacle, in the order of magnitude of 5 percent was observed. Cylindrical objects
down to a size of less than 15 centimeters in height
were detected reliably.
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Conclusion

An extension of stereo based obstacle detection procedures to regularly structured and non-flat background was presented. Grouping based on a cross ratio constraint improved RANSAC sampling. Pose estimation provides externally calibrated cameras, which
simplify and accelerate stereo processing and the object detection task which is performed using a pyramid
based segmentation procedure. A high reliability of
the approach was found experimentally, i.e. a rate of
omission of an obstacle in the order of magnitude of 1
percent, and a rate of false detection an obstacle in the
order of magnitude of 5 percents.
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Figure 3: Difference and segmented pyramids.

4

Application and Results

We demonstrate our approach for the application
of staircase surveillance, e.g. detection of persons and
disposed items on a staircase of known geometry. Figure 5 shows snapshots of the staircase with and without obstacles together with the detection result, where
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Figure 4: Dynamic behavior of the matching procedure.
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